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Abstract
This paper offers a novel means of segmenting independently moving objects from rigid
backgrounds. The camera motion can be arbitrary with the proviso that independently
moving objects are not moving parallel to it. A new method of treating visual motion
is presented. The method relies on describing the motion of points in the world in
terms of their angular velocity relative to the camera. In the case of a static scene
the method permits the recovery of the direction of camera motion and the camera's
angular velocity from the optical flow and its first derivatives at only three points.
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Introduction

There have been several approaches to the problem of determining the structure of the
world from visual motion in a series of camera images. All methods depend on obtaining a
reliable estimate of the camera's motion. The methods may be charaterised by the varying
number of correspondences required to solve for the camera motion. Longuet-Higgins'
eight point algorithm functions by using optical flow at eight points to return the depth
of the points together with the motion of the camera (up to the speed scale ambiguity).
Waxman and Subbarao suggest the use of flow and its derivatives at one point to estimate
both the motion of the camera and the slant and tilt of the surface under observation.
Horn [l] demonstrated a method that functioned in the absence of rotation that used
only the normal components of flow at numerous image positions. None of the above
methods offer a particularly natural framework for segmenting independent motions from
images and all are vulnerable to the two population problem. Nelson [4] demonstrated a
motion segmentation procedure based on violation of the epipolar constraint by objects
moving independently of the background. All of the above approaches are based on the
equation for the motion of a projected point derived in [3]. This paper proposes using
the angular velocity of a point relative to the camera (figure 1). This gives rise to a three
dimensional angular velocity field rather than the conventional two dimensional flow field.
Section 2 gives the derivation of the angular velocity field and its use in recovering observer
motion, section 3 deals with the use of the angular velocity field for independent motion
segmentation and section 4 shows how the angular velocity field may be estimated from
the optical flow field.
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The Angular Velocity Field Associated With a Moving
Image

Conventionally in computer vision the optical flow field is the principle item of interest.
In spherical projection [2] the motion V of projected points is given by;
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Where q is the vector from the optical center of the camera to a point on an object
in the world, Q = A , U is the translational and il the angular velocity of the camera.
An alternative description of the projected motion of a point may be given in terms of its
angular velocity relative to a reference frame moving with the camera (figure 1). This gives
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Figure 1: P is a fixed point in a static world frame at a position q in a reference frame
translating with velocity U and not rotating. The angular velocity T of point P relative to
x
the translating observer frame is, T =
rise to a three dimensional vector field rather that the two dimensional one associated with
optical flow. The angular velocity field is denoted here by F and is derived as follows. The
angular velocity F of a point at a position q with respect to a reference frame translating
with velocity U is given by:

r = ^|q| A'
2

(2)

Angular velocity is a vector quantity, hence if the angular velocity of a point is known
with respect to one inertiai reference frame (one undergoing straight translation) then the
angular velocity of a point relative to a frame with an additional angular velocity fl is
simply the the initial angular velocity minus n .
(3)

F is then the angular velocity field of visible points in a rigid world, relative to a moving
camera. The term in F arising from camera rotation is now a constant and not a function
of position within the field of view (cf (1) ). Unfortunately, in general, F is not directly
measurable but, as we demonstrate in section 4, there exist generic conditions under
which F is recoverable. These generic image positions correspond to where the shear in
the parallax field is zero ie either the surface at the end of a viewing direction is 'fronto
parallel' or a viewing direction is aligned with the motion direction. A minimum of three
such positions (with non-coplanar viewing directions) are required to solve for an observer's
rotational velocity.
Once the angular velocity field has been estimated, recovery of the observer's translation direction is straightforward. If the camera moves relative to a static rigid world then
the points described by the vectors F all lie in a plane in angular velocity space (figure 2).
If u = j0T, is defined to be a unit vector parallel to U then taking the dot product of u
with (3) gives,
F-u=-n-u,
(4)
which is a constant if u and fl are constant, hence all F lie in a plane (see figure 2.)

3

Motion Segmentation With The Angular Velocity Field

If there is an object in the field of view moving independently of the background then
provided that its velocity is not parallel to the camera's velocity, two planes will exist in
angular velocity space (see figure 2).
If the distinct object is undergoing general motion then let ^ be the angular velocity
and U o the translational velocity of the object. Let r be a vector from the centre of mass
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Figure 2: An object moving independently of the background will give rise to a distinct
plane in T if u is not parallel to n = (U - U o + ( * X q 0 )) or fi • u ^ n • (<J> - fl)
of the object to a point on its surface, each point on the object will have velocity v where,
v = U o + * X r.

(5)

If the center of mass of the object is at q0 relative to the camera then the motion of the
object can be equivalently described by an angular velocity * about the optical center of
the camera and an additional translational velocity,
v = UD + * X (r + q0) - * X q0,

(6)

or substituting q = q0 + r gives,
(7)

The motion of the object is now described by an angular velocity * about the optical
center of the camera and a translational velocity (U o — \& x q 0 ). The angular velocity
field associated with the rotating object then becomes,
(8)

If an object in the field of view is rotating then the plane associated with it in angular
velocity space will be separated from that associated with the background. The distance
to the plane D will be given by,
D = (U — U o + ( * x q o )) • ( ¥ - fl),

(9)

and the normal to the plane n will be parallel to, (U - U s + ( $ x 1o))- The normal to
the second plane may thus be different from u.
Segmenting a moving image then corresponds to finding planes in angular velocity
space. The main advantage of this technique is that for an object in independent motion
in a scene, points do not need to be grouped together as having come from a single rigid
object before being used to solve for the object's motion relative to the camera.

4 Recovering the Angular Velocity Field
The angular velocity field is related to the spherically projected flow field by,
T x Q = V.

(10)

Cross products are non-invertible and hence only the two components of T perpendicular
to Q may be directly recovered using (10); the third component, parallel to an image
direction Q, is not generally directly recoverable. However there exist generic image
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positions where the component of F along a line of sight may be estimated. From (3) the
component of T along Q is,
(rQ)Q
(fiQ)Q
(11)
This component corresponds to local rotation of the image around a given image direction
Q. It is only possible to recover this component if the magnitude of the shear in the flow
field at Q is zero. It is proven in [5] that bounds can be placed on the magnitude of the
rotation around the line of sight as follows,
n

m°n = -k-curl ± shear magnitude)

(12)

The magnitude of shear will be zero when either the surface in the field of view is
perpendicular to an image direction or when the camera motion direction coincides with
an image direction.

5

Results

The algorithm has been successfully tested as a motion direction estimator for the case
of strict translation. A plane was fitted by least squares to a set of T estimated from a
real scene using the motions of 'Droid' corners. It still remains to use the algorithm for
independent motion segmentation and to implement the rotation recovery portion based
on the first derivative of flow. It is envisaged that points in the flow field with zero shear
would be used to solve for the camera's angular velocity relative to the 'background' of
the scene and that subsequently this value of ft be used in the recovery of F throughout
the entire image. This assumed value will be incorrect for an independent object that
is rotating but the difference in virtual velocity given in section 3 should be sufficient to
segment it from the back ground.

6

Conclusion

Once estimated the angular velocity field is a much more tractable way of dealing with
visual motion information than the conventional defined optical flow field. The former
readily solves the motion segmentation problem and provides a natural framework for
fixating visual systems ( a fixating system is one in which an additional controlled angular
velocity is added to the motion of the camera ). There are difficulties associated with the
estimation of the first derivatives of flow but these problem will be addressed in a future
paper.
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